I. Introduction
On January 19, 2007, the Payment Cards Center (PCC) of the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia hosted a workshop led by Marc Abbey, the managing partner at First Annapolis Consulting, 1 to discuss the merchant-acquiring side of the payment cards industry. In his role at First Annapolis, Abbey, who has been with the company since its inception in 1991, focuses on the merchant-acquiring, transaction-processing, and card-issuing businesses. The workshop's purpose was to learn more about merchant acquiring, a relatively less understood section of the payment cards industry. This paper, which is based in large part on Abbey's remarks, will describe the merchant-acquiring function, the industry structure, and how the business has evolved.
The paper begins with background information that describes the role of merchant acquiring in the payment cards business, outlines key functions performed by merchant acquirers, and defines various entities generally associated with the business. To help workshop participants better understand the current market structure, Abbey outlined several factors that have affected the evolution of the industry. He then described the current state of industry dynamics in terms of growth, competition, and business economics. The paper concludes with a discussion of two recent developments that have heightened the focus on the industry and may have important implications for the merchant-acquiring business: the emergence of the Payment Card Industry (PCI) Security Standards and other responses to highly publicized data breaches involving merchants and the recent decisions by Visa and MasterCard to become publicly traded corporations.
1 First Annapolis Consulting, which was founded in 1991, is described on its website as "a specialized management consulting and mergers and acquisitions advisory services firm." The company primarily focuses on the payments industry, which includes "credit and debit card issuers, transaction processors, and other vertical markets reliant on consumer and commercial payments such as the retail, utility, automotive, and healthcare industries." For more information about First Annapolis Consulting, visit www.firstannapolis.com.
merchant-acquiring services provided by these specialized third-party firms has led these companies to be commonly identified as merchant acquirers. Irrespective of name, it is important to note that it is the network member financial institution that is ultimately responsible for the underlying transactions with its direct or indirect merchant-customers.
In addition to Visa and MasterCard, other network structures involve other acquiring models. Most significant among these are American Express and Discover. Unlike Visa and
MasterCard, these two card networks are not based on a bank-member structure but, rather, operate as independent entities. As such, they maintain the contract relationship with cardholders as "issuers" and similar direct relationships with the merchant that accepts their cards as "acquirers." In a sense, the generally independent functions of issuers, acquirers, and networks that exist in the Visa/MasterCard models are collapsed into one entity in the cases of Discover and American Express.
Although Discover, American Express, and other networks play significant roles in the broader payment cards industry, the merchant-acquiring business is more generally associated with Visa and MasterCard transactions 2 (commonly known as bankcard transactions), and this part of the payment cards business is the focus of this paper.
B. Merchant-Acquiring Services
In Chart 1 and in the earlier discussion about participants in the payment cards transaction flow, the general term merchant services was used to describe the activities undertaken by merchant acquirers. In essence, these activities may be seen as the services rendered by the acquirer to enable merchants to accept their customers' payment cards at the point of sale. In support of the transaction flow, merchant acquirers generally perform four key functions: (1) signing up and underwriting merchants to accept network-branded cards,
providing the means to authorize valid card transactions at client merchant locations (3) 2 These transactions include Visa and MasterCard credit card and signature/offline debit transactions.
facilitating the clearing and settlement of the transactions through the payment network, and (4) providing other relevant information services, such as sending out statements.
Signing up and Underwriting Merchants.
Signing up merchants to accept card-based payments is a key marketing function of a merchant acquirer. This starts with soliciting merchants to accept the network-branded payment cards. The next step is the underwriting process, which ensures that the merchant meets the network requirements for financial stability and other conditions. This is an important step, since the merchant acquirer is ultimately responsible for its customers' transactions with the network. Very often, the merchant acquirer or its agent may also assist the merchant in obtaining necessary point-of-sale equipment and provide other relevant services. These and other functions are documented in a contract, called the merchant agreement.
Authorization and Capture. Operationally, a critical function of the acquirer is facilitating the authorization for purchase transactions. From a merchant's perspective, authorization means that, barring future disputes, payment is guaranteed for authorized purchases. When a payment card is swiped at the merchant's terminal, a request for authorization, along with the cardholder's information and the transaction amount, is transmitted to the merchant acquirer. The merchant acquirer then forwards the request through the network, which, in turn, queries the cardholder's issuing bank. The cardholder's bank either approves or rejects the transaction based on credit or funds availability.
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If the transaction is approved, the issuing bank confirms the transaction with an authorization code, and the amount of the authorization is set aside from the available credit or available funds in the cardholder's account. The authorization code is sent through the network from the issuing bank to the merchant-acquiring bank and then on to the merchant's terminal. The authorization process does not result in an actual collection of funds at that time, but rather, it confirms that the issuing bank authorizes the transaction and agrees to a future settlement with the acquiring bank and its merchant customer.
Once the transaction is authorized, the sales process at the merchant location proceeds.
The next step involves capturing the sales transaction information, which is separate from the authorization data. Typically, merchants capture their daily transaction details and either group all of the transactions together for transmission to the acquirer at the end of the day or, in the case of large merchants, process the transaction on a real-time basis. In either case, the transaction is confirmed with the cardholder, typically with a paper receipt.
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Clearing and Settlement. The process of collecting the funds from the issuing bank and reimbursing the merchant is known as clearing and settlement. This process begins once the merchant submits transaction information, generally at the end of the day, to its merchant acquirer. The acquirer then transmits the transaction data to the appropriate payment network, which, in turn, directs the transaction to the respective card-issuing banks. The issuing banks charge their customers' card account and remit funds through the network to the acquiring bank, less the issuing banks' fees. The process is completed when the acquiring bank credits its merchant customer's account, net of fees paid to the issuer, the payment network, and the acquirer. Typically, merchant accounts are funded between 24 and 72 hours after the purchase transaction. 
C. Industry Participants Within Merchant Acquiring
As will be described in more detail later, the bankcard industry has gone through significant structural change since its inception in the 1960s. 6 At that time, both issuing and acquiring functions were generally conducted by a single bank servicing its cardholders and merchant customers located in a common geographic market. Over time, the industry has seen substantial change as the business of banking and retailing expanded well beyond local Supporting all of these models are a number of specialized service and transaction processing companies that provide everything from sales and merchant servicing, including training and technical assistance, to purchase transaction processing, terminal support, encryption servicing, and statement processing. While many of these service providers are common to the payment cards industry, one third-party entity is unique to the acquiring industry. These are the independent sales organizations (ISOs), 8 which specialize in signing up new merchants for payment card acceptance and managing merchant relationships.
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Note that despite the sometimes complex chain of service providers, they are always linked by contracts to the network member bank and subject to network-defined registration requirements designed to ensure safe and sound practices.
III. Key Characteristics of the Merchant-Acquiring Business
In his presentation, Abbey suggested that the structure and dynamics of today's merchant-acquiring industry can best be understood by considering several key characteristics of the business. Specifically, he argued that technology and related scale economies along with resulting commodity-like characteristics have been important forces in shaping the industry.
A. Technology and Scale Economies
As in other areas of payments, advances in technology have had an important impact on the acquiring business. As Abbey explained, the application of technology to the acquiring process has in large part created an environment where economies of scale have come to dominate many sectors of the business.
To illustrate the impact of technology, he described the pervasive impact that the emergence of point-of-sale terminals has had on the industry. In the early days of credit cards, data capture and signature authorizations involved paper documents that had to be physically batched and sent by the merchant acquirer to the consumer's card-issuing bank for collection, in much the same way that paper checks continue to be processed and cleared through the banking system. As a result, acquiring merchant relationships were generally defined by the geography of The widespread use of point-of-sale electronic terminals for payment card transactions resulted in a business model that became heavily data intensive, putting a premium on those acquirers that excelled at data processing. Data processing is, at its heart, a scale-oriented business wherein size and volumes drive profitability. Recognizing these forces, technologysavvy entrepreneurs entered the picture offering common processing capabilities to multiple banks at prices well below what they might be able to achieve as individuals.
The introduction of terminals and of scale-driven processing dramatically affected the industry's cost structure. As the market moved from paper to electronics, the cost of processing those transactions decreased as the number of transactions increased. Acquiring quickly became recognized as a volume business. Historically, acquirers would compete for local merchants. But soon after terminals came on the scene, acquirers began to compete for large merchant accounts from one corner of the country to another. Without the barrier of geography, capturing transactions was the priority, and competition among acquirers increased. Large merchants bringing in high transaction volumes were highly sought after and began to see lower prices and other incentives.
B. Industry Economics
Much of the activity described earlier under "merchant services" tends to be dataprocessing intensive and driven by scale economies. 10 While this is true of many segments of the payments industry, Abbey used the comparison of the issuing side of the credit card business to explain why this is especially true for the acquiring business.
The economics of the issuing versus the acquiring sides of the credit card business are very different. In addition to receiving compensation for facilitating cardholder transactions with merchants, issuers derive most of their business revenue and income from extending credit to their customers. 11 Issuers actively compete for customers and strive to differentiate their credit product services. In contrast, merchant acquirers earn virtually all of their revenue from relatively standard and commodity-like processing functions. Unlike with competition for individual cardholders, acquirers have fewer ways to differentiate their services to merchants; so price tends to be a dominant competitive factor. This, in turn, further emphasizes the need to increase size and maximize economies of scale.
C. Risk-Based Revenues
For many segments of the financial services industry the extension of credit and pricing of relative risk are the primary sources of revenue and a way to differentiate products. This is certainly true on the issuing side of the credit card market, where most card issuers' revenues come in the form of interest payments related to the extension of credit.
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On the acquiring side, however, there is no comparable direct extension of credit that might be priced into contracts with merchants. Acquirers' financial exposure to merchants is 10 A notable exception is in the highly personal activities associated with signing up and servicing merchant accounts, generally conducted by independent sales organizations (ISOs generally limited to brief periods during the clearing and settlement process described earlier.
Here again, advances in technology have significantly compressed this time factor since the days when paper deposits were cleared manually. Outright merchant fraud and potential exposure to chargebacks 13 for disputed transactions are the principal credit risks faced by merchant acquirers. 14 On balance, the industry has learned to effectively manage these risks at a relatively low and stable cost. Abbey noted that the cost of chargebacks has been consistently around 1.5 to 2.5 basis points (0.015-0.025 percent) of volume. These low and stable loss rates leave little room for risk-based pricing, a fact that further explains the industry's commodity-like pricing structure.
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Technological innovations, economies of scale, and low-risk business models are characteristics that have helped shape the industry's current structure. Acquirers have been driven to increase merchant transaction volumes, outsource back-office operations, and form strategic partnerships in order to achieve profitable growth. After discussing these defining characteristics within the acquiring business, Abbey then described the resulting impact on the shape of the industry today.
IV. Industry Structure and Market Dynamics
In many ways, the trends toward consolidation and the resulting industry concentration have been reflected on both the issuing and acquiring sides of the business. In his discussion, Abbey suggested that, in many respects, the two sides of the card business have evolved along 13 The chargeback process is discussed in detail in Rules for Visa Merchants, Card Acceptance and Chargeback Management Guidelines, "Section 6 Chargebacks" (2006), pp. 69-82. 14 Other types of payment fraud, such as factoring (when one unregistered merchant compensates a legitimate merchant or vendor to use an account to process transactions) and business format change (merchants who run certain types of high-risk businesses may lie about business practices when applying for a merchant account), are described in the Electronic Transaction Association's white paper, Risk Management, Volume 2 Issue 1 (April 17, 2006). 15 As will be discussed later, Abbey noted that the increased incidence of data breaches at merchant locations may affect this dynamic. To the extent that acquirers become exposed to potential financial liabilities associated with these breaches, these risks will likely be priced into the merchant contracts. similar paths. Among the similarities has been the growth of nonbanks' participation in the industry; nonbanks play an especially prominent role in merchant acquiring. Abbey then turned to an analysis of the trends in transaction growth and expectations for the future. He pointed to the growth in Visa/MasterCard offline debit transactions as a major factor contributing to the recent strong industry growth; he then discussed several emerging areas where he expects future growth.
He also addressed how differentiated business strategies are being deployed to capture market shares in a highly competitive environment. Last, he discussed how all of this shapes the economics of the industry.
A. Evolution of the Merchant-Acquiring Industry Structure
As noted earlier, banks typically functioned as both issuers and acquirers when payment cards first entered the market. The model was relatively straightforward, since those banks that issued credit cards to their customers simply regarded the merchant payment-acceptance function as part of their traditional commercial depository business. However, in the 1980s, the industry structure changed quickly and significantly. The once familiar issuer/acquirer bank structure rapidly evolved into two generally separate business lines, with nonbanks carrying out significant functions.
In the early days, credit card transactions involved processing paper receipts through the banking system, not unlike traditional bank check deposits. Then in the 1980s the advent of 
B. Analysis of Growth Trends in Transactions
The payment cards industry in the U.S., especially the credit card segment, is often Different strategies have been successfully deployed by different acquirers, and Abbey argued that the new business models will continue to emerge as the industry evolves. The industry is dynamic and today's acquirers look significantly different than they did 15 years ago.
Payment acceptance, which began as a simple depository service offered by local banks, has evolved into a highly sophisticated data-intensive industry where nonbanks thrive. Transaction growth has been extraordinary and bankcard dollar volumes grew from $218 billion in 1989 to $1.9 trillion in 2006. 27 Along with rapid advancements in technology that have created substantial scale economies, the structure of the industry has also changed. In addition to increased market consolidation among the largest acquirers, many new firms have entered the market as niche acquirers or specialized service providers.
C. Industry Economics
Acquirers receive revenues from a broad spectrum of services they provide, i.e., installing terminals, sending out statements, operating help desk hotlines, and, most important, processing transactions. The fee associated with transaction processing is called the merchant discount and is usually 1.5 to 3.5 percent of the purchase amount. This rate is a percentage of sales that the merchant pays the acquiring bank to cover the cost of the transactions, services, and risk. The merchant discount rate can vary depending on many factors, such as the type of business, whether the card is present at the point of sale, whether the transaction is done over the Internet, the merchant's credit standing, and the size of the transaction.
Three distinct fee components make up the merchant discount, and the different fees are paid to different parties. For example, suppose a credit card is used to purchase a $100 jacket at a merchant location. As mentioned earlier, the merchant will authorize the transaction and typically send the information to the acquirer at the end of the day. That $100 transaction request will be sent to the issuer from the acquirer through the payment network. Finally, the merchant receives the payment from the issuer through the acquirer. All three entities -the issuer, the acquirer, and the payment network -will be paid for their services.
The first fee, the interchange fee, is passed through the acquirer to the card-issuing bank.
Interchange rates are set by the networks. The interchange fee is by far the largest portion of the merchant discount rate. The interchange rate varies greatly and can depend on the type of transaction, the ticket amount, and the type of merchant. For simplicity, in this example, let's say that the interchange rate is 1.5 percent, generating $1.50 for the issuer. The issuer will send the remainder, $98.50, back to the acquirer through the payment network.
The payment network receives the second fee, called the dues and assessments fee. Visa and MasterCard collect this fee for the use of their network, although this fee is much smaller than the interchange fee; it is approximately 0.10 percent. In the case of the jacket, $0.10 would be the payment network's revenue, and $98.40 would be sent back to the acquirer. 
Chart 7
Despite the fact that small merchants provide most of the industry's profits, they also account for the largest share of costs. While Chart 7 shows that a small number of large merchants provide the bulk of transaction dollars, economies of scale result in relatively low processing costs per transaction. First Annapolis's monthly newsletter, Navigator, recently addressed merchant size and pricing: "Small merchants obviously support pricing well beyond large merchants, but on the other hand, they are inherently more expensive to serve (a statement or customer service call costs the same for a $50,000 merchant or a $500,000 merchant, but has a much lower per transaction impact for the larger merchant)." 29 Abbey also noted that it can cost an acquirer approximately 27 cents more to process one transaction for a merchant with sales less than $100,000 than a merchant with $200,000 in sales or more.
Reducing unit costs has become a top priority for all acquirers and has led to the development of a range of specialized service providers supporting acquiring activities. It has become a common practice to outsource such back-office services as terminal deployment and setup, underwriting, training, chargeback processing, fraud monitoring, customer services, and the point-of-sale help desk.
V. The Future of the Merchant-Acquiring Industry
Abbey concluded his discussion by suggesting that this relatively less understood and often overlooked area of the payment cards industry may become the focus of attention in the future. He based this comment on his perception of the potential impact that two emerging market developments may have on the acquiring industry and its merchant customers: the spread of data breaches and other security concerns to the market and the transition of the member-bank payment networks to public ownership.
A. Data Security Concerns
The recent data security breaches within the payment cards industry have brought public is composed of 12 requirements that members, merchants, and service providers must implement and maintain to be compliant. Such requirements include installing and maintaining a firewall, assigning a unique ID to people with computer access, and protecting stored cardholder data.
These mandates are in place to protect the system from data compromises and to provide safe harbor for entities that are in full compliance with the standards, shielding them from fines issued by payment networks.
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Monthly fines imposed by the payment networks are becoming a reality as compliance deadlines approach. In fact, Visa required all member acquirers to submit their PCI compliance 31 TJX is an "off-price apparel and home fashions retailer" that experienced a data breach in its computer systems that potentially exposed 46 million credit card accounts. 32 For more information on the recent threats to sensitive consumer information and public perception and understanding, see James C. Abbey explained that these new PCI standards have placed a new cost burden on merchant acquirers to ensure that third-party processors and merchants are PCI compliant.
Acquirers are now responsible for merchants' PCI compliance and monitoring. Fines for merchant noncompliance are passed through to the offending merchant, but they become the acquirer's liability if the merchant is unable to pay. While large merchants appear to be on track to reach compliance, Abbey and others argue that because there are so many small merchants, it is difficult to enforce PCI compliance, and according to a recent article in Digital Transactions, it is even difficult to track. 38 It is still unclear whether acquirers will be held liable for fraud that takes place at merchant locations. This January, TJX Companies, Inc. (TJX) reported that it had experienced a data breach in its computer systems that potentially exposed 46 million credit card accounts. The industry is waiting to see how PCI will affect the allocation of liability among networks, issuers, the acquirer, and TJX. In the meantime, some states are seeking to police the industry and to make the merchant responsible for the costs associated with the breach. Minnesota became the first state to make merchants more accountable for data compromises and identity theft: It is now illegal for a merchant to store certain card information for longer than 48 hours.
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It is too early to predict the impact of merchant-based data breaches and the ultimate costs of any resulting fraud. What is known is that there is increasing attention being paid to the issue by lawmakers, regulators, and the payment networks. With this focus ultimately come costs that will have to be borne by the payment cards industry and merchant acquirers in particular. In
Abbey's view, these economic and political forces have the potential to create new competitive dynamics that are likely to affect the structure of the merchant-acquiring industry.
B. The Changing Organizational Structure of Associations
Finally, Abbey addressed another new development: the changing organizational structure of the bankcard associations and its potential impact on the acquiring industry. As described earlier, Visa and MasterCard were established as bank-owned associations with goals and objectives closely tied to their ownership interests. In the cooperative model, the associations would operate the payment networks and build both issuer and acquirer relationships. In 2006,
MasterCard ceased operations as a cooperative association and converted its ownership structure to that of a publicly traded corporate entity. Later in 2006, Visa announced its own plans to move from the current membership structure to that of a publicly traded company.
As is the case with the issues surrounding the impact of data breaches on the acquiring business, it is too early to predict the effect of ownership changes at MasterCard and Visa. In one industry executive's view, "the move from an association format to a public company will help make the [payment networks] more commercially oriented and accountable than in the past. The move will ensure more of a focus on key areas than in the past due to shareholder pressure, and this will be good for acquirers." would not dramatically change their overall strategy to operate a network and build relationships, he says to stay tuned.
VI. Conclusion
In summary, Abbey described the often overlooked acquiring industry as a dynamic growth business that is an integral part of the payment cards industry. Acquiring is a complex process made up of many entities with various relationships, which will maintain growth and continue to be driven largely by technology. Abbey concluded the discussion with two recent developments: the emergence of data security standards and the new public structure of payment networks, which have drawn the focus of lawmakers, policymakers, and consumers to the merchant acquiring business. While it is too early to tell how these developments will affect the acquiring business, it is clear that this once-overlooked sector of the payment cards industry will be subject to greater attention and will be a source of competitive innovation in the future.
